
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
                                                          

 Instruction No.- 2 /2009/P&D 
 

From 
 The Chief Engineer/P&D, 
           DHBVN,Hisar.  
To  
 All CEs(OP)/SEs(OP)/XENs(OP)/SDOs(OP), 
 In DHBVN. 
  
 Memo No. :Ch-67/DD-169/Vol-II 
 Dated : 25.08.09 
 
Subject : Distribution transformers supplied on turnkey basis on AP connections – B.H.P       

rating to match transformer rating. 
 
 This is in continuation to instruction No. 41/2007/P&D dated 08.10.2007vide 
which transformers of various sizes/capacities were standardized to be installed with 
respect to motor capacity.   
 After feedback from the field offices, it is observed that in field practically the 
standard motors of reputed firms/ISI are not being used by the AP consumers and in 
many number cases, locally made/re-wound motors are also being used due to which 
more current is drawn by these motors in normal condition apart from low voltage 
problem at tail causing more burden on the DT. 
 Since, the tubewell connections are to be released on HT with individual DT and 
to sort out this issue, the matter has been reviewed and  the following capacity of DTs 
have been decided to be installed with respect to motor capacity:- 
 
Rating of Motor 
(in BHP) 

Capacity of 11/.433 KV, 3-Phase D.T. 
 (in KVA) 

Up to 7.5  10 
Above 7.5 up to 12.5 16 
Above 12.5 up to 15 20 
Above 15 up to 20 25 
Above 20 up to 30 40 
Above 40 63 & higher as per motor capacity. 

  
  Instruction No. 41/2007/P&D dated 08.10.07 is amended to the above 
extent for strict and meticulous compliance with immediate effect. 
          This issues with the approval of WTDs of DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
 

                                                                                         Chief Engineer/P&D, 
              DHBVN,Hisar 
 

Endst. No.:                                                         Dated: 

Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information please. 

1. SPS to Managing Director/DHBVN, Hisar for kind information of the Managing 
Director please. 

2. SPS to Director/Projects for kind information of the Director/Projects please. 
3. SPS to Director/Operation for kind information of the Director/Operation please. 
4. CE/Commercial, DHBVN,Hisar 
5. CE/MM,DHBVN,Hisar. 
6. COS, DHBVN, Hisar. 
7. CGM/Audit, DHBVN, Hisar. 
8. CGM/F&A, MM, DHBVN, Hisar. 
9. XEN/Monitoring, DHBVN, Hisar 

 
                                Superintending Engineer/P&D 

    For Chief Engineer/P&D, DHBVN, Hiasr. 
   


